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THE NOMAD STUDIO PORTRAIT - PHOTOGRAPHIC EXCELLENCE
WITH THE QW410 PRINTER

T

he Nomad Studio’s experience with

Our project is called «Nomad Studio» and

DNP QW410 printer has made us

it consists of touring small towns with the

better professionals.

intention of photographing all their habitants

Today, we are so tackled and oversatu-

and in turn create Photographic Portraits.

rated with offers from thousands of brands,

The files are physically and digitally trans-

that in order to find something that really

ferred to the historical archive of each

works and makes your life easier sounds

town, we also offer a physical copy to

impossible.

each participant. I want to emphasize that

We came to DNP for their recognized

we print a lot of photos.

expertise in dye sublimation printers. The
problem was that at that time the printers
that were on the market (2019) were too
big and heavy for our use.
The major drawback is that we use our motorhome as a nomadic professional photo

the correction of the curl of the paper is
unique. It’s a great before and after for us.
The power to share. That is what this printer

«The QW410 is a great
printer condensed to
the minimum.»

has given us, the ability to share photos
on paper with everyone in a matter of
seconds. As if by magic and in less than 20
seconds a 10x15cm photograph is ready.
Something unique!

studio. We move from one place to another
with the studio and the photographic labo-

With our nomadic project, the space and

ratory in tow. We set up our studio outside,

weight are vital, every centimeter and every

taking advantage of the motorhome awning,

gram matters too, so discovering this new

and organized a digital development inside.

completely portable printer and squeezing

Thank you DNP for making such an exceptional printer and for believing in our
project and us!

its capacity with more than 4,500 portraits printed in 10 weeks has been a real
challenge, and we have been victorious.

www.nomadstudio.art
www.retratonomada.com

The QW410 is a great printer condensed
to the minimum. We have printed all the
photos in black and white and the results are
excellent. In addition, the «curl function»,

Scan here to know more about
the QW410 printer
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